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THIS MONTH AT THE-SCIENTIST.COM:

VIDEO
Murphy on AI for Biology
See Robert Murphy of Carnegie Mellon University discuss the revolutionary application of machine learning to biomedical research.

VIDEO
A Window on Memory
Watch Princeton University’s Nicholas Turk-Browne describe his research on how the human brain makes, stores, and adjusts memories.

SLIDESHOW
AI Photo Album
Peruse some images that artificial intelligence is sifting through for clues about the biology they depict.

AS ALWAYS, FIND BREAKING NEWS EVERY DAY ON OUR WEBSITE.

Coming in June

HERE’S WHAT YOU’LL FIND IN NEXT MONTH’S ISSUE

• The new frontier of quantum biology
• How the body tolerates disease instead of fighting it
• Can microbiome-produced antigens lead to autoimmunity?
• Inclusivity in academia

AND MUCH MORE